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Why ACHD?

ACHD serves the diverse needs of
healthcare districts by enhancing
public awareness, training, and
educating its members as well as
advocating for legislative and
regulatory policies that allow
healthcare districts to deliver the
best possible health services to their
communities.

Association of California Health Care Districts

Members have access to essential
legislative and educational

information through the monthly
newsletter, The Advocate, our Call
to Action page and much more. 

ACHD's governance toolkit is a free
member resource that supports
district growth in areas such as

community engagement, strategic
planning and more. 

ACHD hosts a monthly CEO
Roundtable for all member district
CEOs to connect and brainstorm

issues facing their district.

ACHD subsidizes the cost of annual
Board self-assessments and CEO
evaluations to assist members in
identifying strengths and creating

high-performing teams. 

Valuable Tools
GOVERNANCE TOOLKIT

COMMUNICATIONS

CEO ROUNDTABLE

CEO & BOARD
EVALUATIONS

2022-2023

DIRECTOR'S 
NOTEBOOK

ACHD publishes a valuable
quarterly resource focused on

topics of interest specific to
healthcare district Trustees.

. 



CONTACT US

ADVOCACY
ACHD ensures healthcare districts are represented in the legislature on issues

including access to care, community health, hospital infrastructure, governance &
Brown Act, labor relations, public works, workers’ compensation and more. 

 
ACHD sponsored  part of SB 813, which recasts the provisions of Health and Safety
Code 32133 to modernize the publication of healthcare districts audited financials

and align with current practice.
 

ACHD helped successfully stop 11 measures, including AB 650 which would have
mandated hazard bonuses for specified health care workers, imposing a new

significant unfunded cost on those impacted health care providers.
 

ACHD was a lead supporter in the efforts to pass SB 1207, which encourages
screening, diagnosis, treatment, and referral for the maternal mental health

program.

INFO@ACHD.ORG     —      (916) 266-5200     —      ACHD.ORG 

FACEBOOK.COM/ACHDNEWS @ACHDNEWS
www.linkedin.com/company/associa

tion-of-california-healthcare-
districts-achd-

ACHD ANNUAL
MEETING

WEBINAR EDUCATION
SERIES

CERTIFIED HEALTHCARE
DISTRICT PROGRAM

Attendees learn strategies 
to navigate the changing

environment of health care,
network with other leaders and

enhance their effectiveness.
The pre-conference

Governance Day focuses on
relevant governance topics

and issue areas.

ACHD hosts monthly webinars
that are free for members

featuring the most relevant
topics to healthcare districts.

All webinars are recorded and
made available for members

to watch at any time on
demand.

EDUCATION

Certified Healthcare Districts
have demonstrated

compliance with a core set of
standards in governance,

accountability and
transparency. Certification is
complimentary for members,
effective for three years and is

an important way to show
compliance with California’s

laws, regulations and best
practices in local governance.


